SUPERTOUGH™ SUPERSAFE™ SUPERVERSATILE™

AGRICULTURAL & EQUINE
Maintaining a stable yard, farm or estate, no matter the size, is a continuous
job for its staff and owners. JCB’s 1 TOUGH PAINT offers a very quick, resilient
and long-lasting paint to defend your buildings from wear and tear and of
course the ever-changing weather.
Its SUPERTOUGH™ qualities mean it can be used inside and out, on barns,
stables, silos, milking parlours and general farm buildings.
The paints formulation makes it tremendously hardwearing; it repels moisture
from rain, sleet or snow yet still allows the building to breathe.
Painting the outside of a building with JCB Paint, it will not be affected by the
wind and pollutants in the air; nor will facades be damaged by sunlight,
ensuring your roofs, walls and doors retain their colour across the seasons.
Internally this paint can help maintain a clean, dry and more hygienic
environment.
In buildings that house animals they require constant attention removing dirt,
manure etc walls painted with JCB Paint can be washed, scrubbed, even steam
cleaned repeatedly, and it will not damage the integrity of the surface.
It is also water resistant meaning the surfaces of areas with lots of
condensation will not absorb the liquid, and the built-in fungicide prevents
mildew, algae or mould.
One of the more appealing and most important benefits to this paint is its
SUPERSAFE™ features.
With so many flammable substances in use throughout the agriculture and
equine community, fire safety is of paramount importance.
JCB Paint has produced a specific flame-retardant compound, which in the
event of a fire, materials painted with the product will start to expel moisture
as they heat up, prohibiting it from spreading.
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It will also vastly reduce the production of smoke, what little there is, will be
white, non-toxic and safe for humans and animals.
Both behaviours will provide valuable, extra time to evacuate your location.
The paint has been independently tested to ensure it meets fire safety
standards stipulated in the government’s 2000 Buildings Regulations document
for both dwelling and non-dwelling buildings.
To meet these criteria, JCB Paint has gained certification for BS 476: Part
6:1989+A1: 2009, BS 476 Part 7:1997 and EN ISO 13501-1:2007+A1: 2009.
In addition to this, the paint also has ISO 22196:2011 accreditation as it
contains an active sliver chloride ingredient which gives it antimicrobial
protection; surfaces painted with this paint will be 99% resistant to bacteria
such as MRSA, MSSA and E. coli. etc.
Owners of horses will be very familiar with the contagious nature of Strangles
and how difficult it can be to diagnose carriers.
As part of the paints anti-bacteria examination, it underwent analysis for
Streptococcus equi equi; test results confirmed JCB Paint was 98% resistant to
the disease.
You can rest assured that not only will this paint reduce the risk of Strangles
contamination, but it will also minimise the spread of many other viruses.
This paint is also water-based and non-solvent; it uses the highest quality
ingredients and has purposely been created to ensure animals will not get
unwell if they ingest it.
It does not contain any heavy metals, formaldehyde and other hazardous
chemicals, meaning the VOC content is extremely low, making it safe for
people and the environment.
JCB Paint affords excellent retention on virtually any surface making it
SUPERVERSATILE™, on most materials one coat is all you need to improve the
aesthetics and start protecting them.
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It is widely available in the four most common colours – black, grey, white and
magnolia; however, if you are after a dark brown or red or prefer a subtler hue
like light blue and green, we can custom mix these to your specification.
If you want to use adaptable, non-toxic, strong performing paint which can
minimise the risk of a fire and the spread of disease; JCB Paint has the
complete solution for you and your premises.
It is available across the UK, through agricultural suppliers, country stores and
tack shops.
Click here to find your nearest stockist; alternatively, you can contact us for
further information +44(0)330 113 0002 or info@jcbpaint.com
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